This Quote is 10,000 copies, 8-page, Tab. It’s all printed in one Section.

The Paper is a single stock, 30# White Newsprint.
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The Ink used is Process Color on all 8 pages.
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Creating a Rate Card for this Quote starts with making entries for Multiple Page Counts. The user can enter different
page count scenarios based on:
The number of additional pages.
The Paper the additional pages are to be printed on (in this case, we only have 30# Newsprint so that’s the only choice)
and any additional Startup Impressions.
The Ink type on the additional pages (since this job includes Process Color, the choices are Black Only or Process Color)
and any additional plates.
Any additional Press make-ready time to account for the additional pages.
In this example, we created entries for 12, 16 and 20 pages with Process Color and Black Only for the additional pages.

Click the “Jump to Totals” button to see the calculated costs for the additional pages and entire job for each entry.
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The Multiple Page Count Totals screen calculates the total cost for each of the scenarios entered. Click on the Calculator
icon to drill down and see all the information that’s collected to calculate accurate costs for the additional pages.
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After selecting a Markup Scheme (or using a Default Markup Scheme), you can see the detailed estimate on the
Summary Tab. The calculated Quote is for 10,000 copies of an 8-page Tab, and costs are also determined for the First
1,000 copies and Add’l M’s. These values will be used to generate an accurate Rate Card.

Click on the Rate Card checkbox or Calculator icon to display the Rate Card.
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By clicking on the “Build Rate Card” button, the Rate Card will be generated using the Multiple Page Counts information.
Costs for additional plates, ink, paper, press, etc. are automatically accounted for in the Multiple Page Counts entries,
which calculate accurate First 1,000 and Add’l M’s costs for the initial Rate Card.
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Once the Rate Card is built, any of the entries can be modified as needed by adding additional charges and clicking the
“Apply” button. Once the Rate Card is finalized, a Quote can be generated by highlighting an entry in the Summary,
clicking the “Select” button and the “Use Selected” button to close the window.

If you calculate your Rate Card on Black Only and charge color pages/plates as an additional charge, simply include the
number of additional plates to calculate an accurate rate. In your Rate Card report, you can customize a line item to
indicate your per page/plate color ink charges for the customer.
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If you have existing Rate Cards that you want to use, click on the green flag icon to override the value(s) the Presstimator
calculated for the page counts.
Rate Cards created in other Quotes can imported using the Import/Export buttons.
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Once the Rate Card selection is chosen, the Quote will be calculated on the Rate Card’s First 1,000 and Additional M’s
price. Notice the Selling Price is overridden and the Use Rate Card checkbox is marked.
Any changes to the Quote, except for the Total Number of Copies, will not recalculate the Selling Price. The First 1,000
and Additional M’s Prices from the Rate Card will be used to recalculate the Quote based on the Total Number of Copies
in the Job.
To use the same Rate Card for future Quotes, save this Quote as a template. Open the template from Quote History, do
a Save Quote As… to duplicate the Quote and enter any information for the new Quote. The new Quote will use the
same Rate Card to calculate the Selling Price.
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Use Quote Reports to print out a customized Rate Card to send to the customer. Four report templates have been
provided, with options to include the requested quantity and/or a cover letter.
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Here is one page of the custom Rate Card report (Rate Card with Quantity report) showing the schedule for printing the
First 1,000 and Additional 1,000 copies for the requested number of copies (10,000). The report is divided to show the
cost for the additional pages being Black Only vs Process Color, making it easy to read.
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The other two pages of the custom report (Cover Letter and Summary Quote) are shown below.
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The reports are completely customizable using the drag-and-drop Report Designer tool.
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Once the customer accepts a particular entry on the Rate Card report, then you (or any other Presstimator user) can
easily modify the Quote (without opening the Quote) by clicking the “Update” button from Quote History.
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Enter the Number of Copies and/or Number of Pages requested by the Customer and the Quote will be updated using
the Rate Card pricing schedule. Click the View Rate Card button to display the Rate Card being used to calculate the
current Quote.
In the Defaults area, the user can choose to update the Quote with any new costs/standards that may have been
updated in Shop Settings to be sure this Quote reflects all current information, or keep the Quote “frozen in time” with
costs/standards from when it was first created.
If the Page Count has changed from the original Quote, then the user must open the Rate Card to select the correct
entry to be sure the correct First 1,000 and Add’l M’s entry is used to calculate the new Selling Price.
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Notice that while using the “Update” feature, the Build Rate Card button is not displayed on this screen so only the
previously generated Rate Card can be used for pricing. Select the Rate Card entry that corresponds to the newly
entered Number of Pages to be sure the Selling Price is correctly calculated.
For example: The customer first requested 10,000 copies of an 8-page Tab. The customer decides to print 15,000 copies
of the 12-page Tab with all Process Color. Simply update the Number of Copies to 15,000, highlight the 12-page Process
Color entry and click the “Select” button. Clicking the “Use Selected” button recalculates the Quote based on the First
1,000 and Additional 1,000 prices for the selected item in the Rate Card.
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After using a particular Rate Card for a period of time, you may want to analyze the Quotes to see if the estimates are
still accurate. Perhaps costs have gone up on materials, supplies or labor which would affect your overall profit.
From the Quote History, use the Filters to select jobs for a Customer Name over a desired Date Range and click the
“Refresh” button to analyze that set of Quotes.

Click the “Reports” button to generate reports in Excel that analyze your profits, estimates and customer trends to be
sure you’re achieving the profit margins you originally targeted. Based on the analysis of your Estimates vs. Actuals, you
can make adjustments to your Rate Card as needed.
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TIP: When creating the initial Quote with an attached Rate Card, think of this initial Quote as a “Template” for future
Quotes that will have their Selling Price based on the initially calculated Rate Card. We suggest entering the lowest
Number of Pages for the Job Format that the customer may request (i.e., 8-page Tab) for the “Template”. Enter the
initial Quote as an 8-page Tab with Multiple Page Count/Rate Card entries for additional pages going from low to high
(Example: 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 pages). This approach will make the generated Rate Card much easier to use as a “Template”
for future jobs. If you’ve created the initial Quote as an 8-page Tab (with 12, 16, 20 and 24 page options in the Rate
Card), always start with this “Template” Quote when creating a new job for the customer.

Simply click on the “Create New Quote from Template” button to create a Quote with the attached Rate Card. Make
any modifications to the current job specs for this Quote to get a newly calculated Selling Price based on the initial Rate
Card.
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